Monthly report of Rashmi Baraily (july 2020)
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Rashmi Baraily is very much excited in this month, because she is having online classes even
school is not opened but continuously, she is doing her class after getting the smart phone. Even
office manager and Mr. Henk visited to the school where Rashmi studies. We have discussed about
Rashmi’s study how she is preforming and we found that she is doing well and preparing for
SLC(SEE) exam. Even we got information that from school principal mr. Dev Shrestha that they are
running online classes for the student of SLC (SEE). We found that the smart phone which Rashmi
is using was very useful for her study.
We also discussed about her education improvement which we found that she is very much worried
about taking her study which is told us by principal of Rashmi. Not only that we checked even
report card of Rashmi and we found that she is good on her study but little bit weak on some
subjects such as English, mathematics and science. After hearing from the principal of Rashmi we
also suggest that is she need any extra classes on the subjects which she is weak we are ready to
give her tuition classes for that. By hearing that principal of Rashmi was very exited that how we
are taking care of his student. Even principal also suggest us that whatever happens to her in
education he promised us that he will inform us in good situation or in bad situation. By hearing all
these kinds of things, myself (office manager) Mr. Henk came back from the school with positive
result, which we found that Rashmi is doing very well. In this month Rashmi is doing very good on
her study. She is very much worried about her study. She is doing her best for her coming up exam.
Even Mr. Henk and office manager personally visited Rashmi's home to discuss about her further
study. We have spent good time with Rashmi's family and with her too. Which helps to plan for her
coming days that we found that she want to continue her study after SLC (SEE).
This month Rashmi Is very much active on her work. Now she knows that what she has to do in her
personal life. Every morning when she gets up, she takes care about her health by doing brush and
taking bath, she is not only concern about her she is also concern about her mother and grandmother
too where she uses to teach about hygienic to them. She also focuses on her study as well as she
also help her parents to preparing food and collecting water from the tap.
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